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PROPOSITIONS 
1. Sarajevo probate entries for the period from 1707 to 1828 show that books were to be found in the 
estates of Muslim inhabitants from all sections of society, albeit to varying degrees.  
2. Although the probate inventories generally do not indicate the language of the books, there is sufficient 
evidence to show that the role of Ottoman Turkish in the transmission of works originally written in 
Arabic and Persian was more significant than normally supposed. 
3. References to written culture in Bosnian folk poetry are not just testimony to the impact of written 
culture on orality. They also show that the notion of two parallel cultures, a “low,” largely oral culture, on 
the one hand, and a “high,” written culture in Arabic, Ottoman Turkish and Persian, on the other, each 
following its own course, is unsustainable.  
4. Bosnian Muslim folk customs centring on the use of the Qur'an as a material object offer additional 
proof that evidence of book ownership is not in itself evidence of literacy. 
5. The continued use of Cyrillic among Bosnian Muslims after the Ottoman conquest, however limited in 
scope, made the abandonment of Arabic script at the start of the 20
th
 century less traumatic for them than 
for other Muslim communities. 
6. Translating Sarajevo court protocols into Bosnian/Croatian/Serbian would do more to dispel 
stereotypes about various aspects of Ottoman period of Bosnian history than any other similar 
undertaking.   
7. The case of Ivo Andrić shows that literary works set during the Ottoman period of Bosnian history 
have been far more influential in shaping collective perceptions of the country's Ottoman past than the 
scholarly accomplishments of local historiography.  
8. The main reason the ta‘līq script was often preferred in writing Persian and Urdu was that it enabled 
the users of these non-Semitic languages to identify a word made up of disjointed or partially jointed 
letters more easily than other Arabic scripts did. 
9. The “singers of tales” provided access to the audio books of their day. 
10. The idea that the master tailor is not one who knows how to take correct measurements, but one who 
knows where to cut conveys the major skill a candidate is expected to learn in writing a PhD thesis. 
